SHAWS
Since 1897

Handcrafted in Lancashire

Handcrafted Sink Collection
Craftsmanship at its very finest since 1897
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www.cant erbur ysink andt ap.com.au
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Traditional Craftsmanship
for over 100 years
Shaws have been manufacturing fireclay sinks for over 100 years, using time honoured
traditional methods and materials. Each handcrafted sink is an individual product,
bearing testament to the craftsmen who produce them.
Shaws sinks demonstrate the natural characteristics of fireclay ceramics and are created by a ‘slip casting’ process at our
factory in the Lancashire town of Darwen. A mixture of clay and water is poured by hand into a porous mould. When the
newly formed sinks are dry enough, craftsmen remove them from their moulds before hand finishing the sinks through a
process of sponging and ‘fettling’ to create a smooth finish.
Following a gradual drying period of up to 40 hours, the sinks are then prepared with a ground coat before being glazed.
Firing in specially designed kilns at temperatures of up to 1200 degrees centigrade completes this rigorous process.
Whilst modern technology has improved manufacturing methods over the years, the principles of this handcrafted product
remain the same. Having taken two to three weeks to craft, each sink is proudly stamped with the impression of its maker and
bears its own distinctive badge. Traditional craftsmanship is as important now as it was in 1897.
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Shaws Bowland sinks are a great choice for a traditional country kitchen design.
They are durable in performance whilst beautiful to look at, thanks to their distinctive
fluted front design.
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SHAWS
Original Collection
Inspired design and superb craftsmanship are combined in the Shaws
Original Collection to create both a traditional and elegant range of fireclay
ceramic sinks.
The Collection contains an array of original designs and details, which are unique in fireclay ceramics. Designed to
look and feel beautiful, whilst fitting perfectly in any traditional kitchen design.
Our heritage is reflected in the names we give our products today. These are carefully selected in tribute to the local
communities and villages that make up our region and provide homes for our staff and their families.
As practical now as a century ago, a Shaws Original is a sink of substance, which will add warmth and personality to
any kitchen.
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Original Collection
EGERTON
Features include: Double bowl sink with offset
dividing wall. Unique patterned front. No overflows.
90mm waste outlets suitable for basket strainers or
waste disposers.
Dimensions: 997 x 470 x 255mm
Large Bowl capacity: 51.95 litres
Small Bowl capacity: 26.72 litres

EDGWORTH
Features include: Double bowl sink with offset
dividing wall. Plain front. No overflows. 90mm waste
outlets for basket strainers or waste disposers.
Dimensions: 997 x 470 x 255mm
Large Bowl capacity: 51.95 litres
Small Bowl capacity: 26.72 litres

RIBCHESTER 800
Features include: Compact double bowl sink with
central dividing wall. Distinctive fluted front. 3 hole
overflows. Central 90mm waste outlets suitable for
basket strainers or waste disposers.
Dimensions: 795 x 465 x 228mm
Capacity: 25.54 litres each bowl

RIBCHESTER 1000
Features include: Double bowl sink with central
dividing wall. Distinctive fluted front. 3 hole overflows.
90mm waste outlets suitable for basket strainers or
waste disposers.
Dimensions: 997 x 465 x 228mm
Capacity: 33.08 litres each bowl
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BOWLAND 600
Features include: Compact single bowl sink.
Distinctive fluted front. 3 hole overflow. Central
90mm waste disposal for basket strainer or waste
disposer. No tap shelf.
Dimensions: 595 x 465 x 220mm
Capacity: 36.69 litres

BOWLAND 800
Features include: Distinctive fluted front.
3 hole overflow. Central 90mm waste outlet for basket
strainer or waste disposer.
No tap shelf.
Dimensions: 797 x 535 x 220mm
Capacity: 56.41 litres

PENNINE
Features include: Weir overflow. 90mm waste outlet
suitable for basket strainer or waste disposer. Special
overflow adaptor kit to fit waste disposer or basket
strainer.
Dimensions: 595 x 460 x 255mm
Capacity: 45.05 litres
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The Classic Butler 800 is an elegant alternative to the timeless Belfast Sink, offering a
spacious bowl, the Classic Butler 800 is at home in both Traditional and Modern setting.
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SHAWS
Classic Collection
Contemporary design and traditional craftsmanship are combined to create
this stylish modern collection.
The Classic Collection is a unique range of sinks designed to appeal to more contemporary styles, yet true to the
heritage of handcrafted fireclay.
A truly timeless collection of lasting quality suitable for today’s modern living.
As with all Shaws products, each sink is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity verifying the product’s handmade
quality and signed by the craftsman who produced it.
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Classic Collection
CLASSIC DOUBLE 800
Features include: Compact double bowl sink with
central dividing wall. Central 90mm waste outlets
suitable for basket strainers or waste disposers.
Round overflows.
Dimensions: 795 x 465 x 229mm
Capacity: 25.54 litres each bowl

CLASSIC DOUBLE 1000
Features include: Double bowl sink with central
dividing wall. Central 90mm waste outlets suitable for
basket strainers or waste disposers. Round overflows.
Dimensions: 795 x 465 x 229mm
Capacity: 33.00 litres each bowl

CLASSIC SHAKER 900
Features include: Double bowl sink with dropped
central dividing wall. Central 90mm waste outlets
suitable for basket strainers or waste disposers.
Round overflows.
Dimensions: 895 x 465 x 229mm
Capacity: 27.78 litres each bowl

CLASSIC SHAKER 1000
Features include: Double bowl sink with dropped
central dividing wall. Central 90mm waste outlets
suitable for basket strainers or waste disposers.
Round overflows.
Dimensions: 995 x 465 x 229mm
Capacity: 35.65 litres each bowl
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CLASSIC BUTLER 600
Features include: Central 90mm waste outlet suitable
for basket strainer or waste disposer. Round overflow.
Dimensions: 595 x 460 x 255mm
Capacity: 45.04 litres

CLASSIC BUTLER 800
Features include: Central 90mm waste outlet suitable
for basket strainer or waste disposer. Round overflow.
Dimensions: 795 x 460 x 255mm
Capacity: 62.2 litres

CLASSIC BELFAST
Features include: Traditional Weir Overflow 50mm
waste outlet suitable for a Shaws waste.
Dimensions: 595 x 460 x 255mm
Capacity: 45.04 litres

MINI BELFAST
Features include: Traditional Weir Overflow 50mm
waste outlet suitable for a Shaws waste.
Dimensions: 460 x 380 x 205mm
Capacity: 19.95 litres
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Inset &Undermount Collection
The Shaws Collection of Inset and Undermount fireclay ceramic sinks is designed
to suit a more contemporary kitchen environment.
The range features products which can be either inset into a worktop or undermounted ideally with any solid work surface
such as granite or solid wood.
These sinks complement the Shaws Original and Classic ranges and can be used as a secondary preparation area in the
kitchen, a trend which has become increasingly popular with the use of kitchen island units.
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Inset &Undermount Collection
CLASSIC INSET 600
Features include: Shaws Classic, inset or undermount
sink. Round overflow. Central 90mm waste outlet
suitable for basket strainer or waste disposer.
Dimensions: 595 x 460 x 255mm
Capacity: 46.48 litres

CLASSIC SQUARE
Features include: Shaws Classic, inset or undermount
sink. Round overflow. Central 90mm waste outlet
suitable for basket strainer or waste disposer.
Dimensions: 460 x 460 x 191mm
Capacity: 28.94 litres

CLASSIC ROUND
Features include: Shaws Classic, inset or undermount
sink. Round overflow. Central 90mm waste outlet
suitable for basket strainer or waste disposer.
Dimensions: 460 diameter x 191mm
Capacity: 63.41 litres

Laboratory 3 Sink
Features include: suitable for a kitchen, laundry and
laboratory. All laboratory Sinks are under mount or
top mounted suited 50mm waste.
Dimensions: 305 x 515 x 208mm
Capacity: 32 litres

Laboratory 4 Sink
Features include: suitable for a kitchen, laundry and
laboratory. All laboratory Sinks are under mount or
top mounted suited 50mm waste.
Dimensions: 280 x 375 x 173mm
Capacity: 18 litres
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The Classic Duble Bowl 800 with Nicolazzi handmade tap and water filter available in
alternative colours and handle options will compliment any of our Shaws sinks to create
a stylish finish to your kitchen.
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SHAWS
Since 1897

Handcrafted in Lancashire

Synonymous to quality, beauty and design and
has withstood the test of time.
s i n k &t a p
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Accessories Collection
LARGE & SMALL FLUTED DRAINER
Large: 610(w) x 460(d) x 50mm(h)
Small: 460(w) x 460(d) x 50mm(h)

BASKET WASTE STRAINERS 50mm &
90mm
Available in 12 Nicolazzi colours. All Shaws waste strainers are
Watermark Certified.

SINK COLOUR OPTIONS
All Shaws sinks are available in white or biscuit.
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Shaws Warranty & Installation
Shaws products carry a warranty against manufacturing defects. Please contact your retailer if you have any issues regarding the
purchase of your Shaws sink or other products. As a Shaws sink is a handcrafted product, the dimensions may vary plus or minus 2%,
this could also be caused due to shrinkage during the firing process. Shaws recommend that your kitchen fitter is aware of this and
that no work surfaces or cabinets are cut before measuring your sink. Due to the handcrafted nature and weight of Shaws sinks,
we recommend that a specialist kitchen fitter installs your sink and that the sink is properly supported.
Care & Maintenance
We recommend that your Shaws sink be cleaned using a soft sponge or cloth and a nonabrasive cleaning product. Soap and water will
generally be sufficient. Shaws handcrafted sinks are manufactured with a durable glaze for years of beautiful performance. On the
occasion that a metal pan or cutlery marks the surface of the sink, we recommend ‘Astonish’ cleaner to remove the mark. Undiluted
chemicals such as bleach should not be used. While no ceramic sinks are impervious to damage, fireclay resists chips, scratches and
stains better than other materials. In the rare instance of a chip, colour match repair kits are available, please see our website.
Shaws Handcrafted Sinks
All Shaws sinks have a one year guarantee against manufacturing defects and ten years for fading and staining.
Shaws Basket Strainers/wastes
Manufacturing defects are guaranteed for one year as are decorative finishes from date of purchase. Please do not use abrasive cleaning
chemicals such as bleach. Shaws wastes are Watermark Certified.
The above warranties are upheld providing that the products have been used for normal domestic use only and excludes defect or injury
caused by or resulting from misuse, abuse, neglect, accidental damage or improper installation. The five year guarantee does not apply to
the replacement of products where damage is caused by normal wear and tear. Please contact your local retailer or showroom where you
purchased your Shaws product for all warranty related claims.
Our Policy
Shaws operate a policy of continual improvement of our product range. Therefore we reserve the right to amend specifications and
descriptions at any time without prior notice.
Further details of all products and information regarding Shaws of Darwen can be found on www.canterburysinkandtap.com.au.
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CANTERBURY SINK & TAP
Unit 1, 34 Research Drive, Croydon South, Vic. 3136
Tel:+61 (3) 9761 4603 Fax: +61 (3) 9761 7023
Email: sales@sinkandtap.com.au
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